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When you begin to face the horrors of The Secret World, itâ€™ll help to have a trusty weapon at your
side. However, what kind of weapon should you use? There are no character levels or classes in
The Secret World that can make the decision for you; you have to do that on your own. You need to
choose wisely too, because each weapon type has its own distinct and diverse set of skills that will
determine the way you play. In this way, you have more options at your disposal than most
MMORPGs, but for some people, that can be understandably intimidating. Fortunately, The Secret
World guide to weapons should help in familiarizing yourself with them all.

Weapons come in two broad categories, with the first one being for melee. Melee weapons are for
aggressive players that want to fight up close and personal. Theyâ€™re also pretty handy at keeping
danger away from more fragile party members. There are three subcategories of melee weapons:
blades, hammers and fist weapons. Blades are fast and feature a number of skills that are good at
hitting multiple enemies at once. They also improve your survivability by offering bonuses to your
defensive statistics. On the other hand, hammers are a little slower, but their skills are far more
damaging to individuals. Finally, fist weapons encompass a variety of mean-looking clawed
gauntlets. Aside from damage, they include a smattering of healing powers, making them perhaps
the most party-oriented melee weapons out there.

Ranged weapons cover the second category in The Secret World guide for weapons. In turn, they
come in three subcategories: pistols, shotguns and assault rifles. Pistols may not have the highest
base damage out there, but they can potentially make up for the difference in the myriad of ways
that they improve your chance to score critical hits. They can also weaken an enemy, prevent it from
healing, or stop it in its tracks. Pistol-users also enjoy summoning demonic pets from the nether to
assist them. Meanwhile, shotguns are far more damaging and have a number of knockdown effects.
Finally, assault rifles are powerful, capable of hurting both individuals and groups alike while
transferring their health directly to you!

Thatâ€™s all there is to know about weapons in The Secret World. The game offers an untold amount of
customization that hasnâ€™t been seen in many recent MMORPGs, and now that you know what each
weapon is generally capable of, you can decide what to use to hunt demons with confidence!
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